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Collaboration between Parus Europe and Sempergreen
The new product Maxgreenwall will connect interior design, nature and people.
Sempergreen and Parus Europe are happy to announce a great collaboration happened. Together they have set up a
team who developed Maxgreenwall from concept to final product. The
combination of innovative technologies of Parus Europe and the green
heart of Sempergreen lead to the founding of Maxgreenwall. The
movable plant wall is great for the bond between people and nature,
with of course a positive effect on health and happiness.

Indoor climate and health: every little bit counts
The team of Maxgreenwall wants to emphasize to use even the smallest possibilities to increase nature indoors with
the slogan ‘’Maximize your green life’’. It is well-known that nature has positive effects on mental- and physical wellbeing, productivity and feelings of satisfaction. With offering an affordable product, the health status of people and
the amount of nature indoors can increase easily.

Max de Vos, R&D specialist at Sempergreen: ‘’Maxgreenwall is a classic example of good collaboration. Two
unique companies who are expert in their field. Where we have been increasing greenery on an international
scale, it is also our dream to increase greenery on a small scale as every little bit counts. Maxgreenwall meets
a need for which there is still little supply; a user-friendly and movable green wall. Due to the applied
technologies within Maxgreenwall, this is a solution even for people without a green thumb. This way, everyone
can contribute to a greener world!’’

User-friendly plant wall
The system of Maxgreenwall ensures effortless maintenance of the plants, even when the area does not contain
natural daylight or when the owner is on a long holiday. Furthermore, a lot of personalization options are available,
such as printing the backside or greeting your guests with a warm welcome.

Sandro van Kouteren, CEO at Parus Europe: ‘’What is unique about this product, is that it
has become an all-in-one system. An air circulation system to increase activity of the
plants and a specially designed grow light to ensure growth of the plants without natural
daylight. Furthermore, an automatic watering system and the possibility to control your
Maxgreenwall remotely via an application.’’
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Note to the editors
About Maxgreenwall
Maxgreenwall is part of SG Products B.V., which is part of Sempergreen Group. Sempergreen - grower in heart and soul
– is an organisation that wants to improve the quality of life through innovations in sustainable construction and
greenery in the city. Worldwide, we supply quality products for green roofs, living walls and ready-to-lay ground
covering. Together with our clients, our ambition as market leader is to make the world a little greener. Maxgreenwall
is a great addition to increase greenery indoors and create a healthy indoor climate.
For more information, please check maxgreenwall.com or contact us via sales@maxgreenwall.com.
Hilde van Ravenswaaij, hilde.van.ravenswaaij@maxgreenwall.com, +316 834 834 09
SG Products, Defensieweg 1, 3984 LR Odijk, the Netherlands

About Parus Europe
Parus Europe is distributor and partner in development of the Korean brand Parus. Parus Europe develops LED grow
lights and solutions for the professional market since 2008. We apply our knowledge and expertise in three different
segments: work & lifestyle, indoor farming, and greenhouse horticulture. By supporting these three segments, we
offer innovative and affordable grow light solutions for every situation.
Sandro van Kouteren, sandro@parus-europe.com, +316 109 050 35
Parus Europe, Aalsmeerderdijk 70, 1438 AT Oude Meer, the Netherlands

